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Around the Hangar

News on the new L-39

Grab a comfy spot, your favorite beverage and sit back and catch up on the
wings happenings!

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

November is here and the weather has finally cooled down from the typical Houston summer heat and
humidity. This is the month for Thanksgiving and the Houston Wing has a lot to be thankful for. We have finished the bulk of our airshow season and all five of our aircraft have been busy flying to one location or another
culminating with Wings Over Houston where all five aircraft attended.
Improvements have been slowly made to the hangar including updating our downstairs bathroom and
adding more LED light fixtures to reduce our energy consumption. We purchased a remote controlled aircraft
tug that can move larger aircraft such as our C-60 in and out of the hangar safely and more efficiently.
Our active Cadet program has doubled its ranks with young enthusiastic women and men who are learning about our aircraft and the stories they tell. The Cadets have been very helpful at various events and around
the hangar lending their time and effort to the Wing.
Financially we are in great shape. All of our obligations are paid up and we have a healthy reserve fund
set aside in case something unexpected comes our way.
As we approach the end of the year the Wing aviation activities are shifting from flying to Winter
Maintenance. We have five aircraft that are scheduled for annual inspections and the goal is to complete all of
them before our Open House next April. Maintenance Officer Jim Placette is building his team now so if you are
interested in helping with the maintenance of the aircraft please contact Jim or myself and we will put you on the
schedule.

December Chili Cook-Off
The December meeting features our annual Chili Cook-off. I am planning on submitting my recipe again
this year so I welcome some challengers. Last year the Wing had only three chili dishes to judge. As awesome as
we are we only had three entries. Really? I am hoping this year there will be a few more to choose from. Help
me out guys.

Cadet Ryan Young helps an airshow visitor prepare for a photograph in the Wing’s L39 cockpit section

Hi Ed, first off I’m ok.. but about your jet uhhhh…….

John Bixby moving the C-60 out of the hangar at dawn with the new remote controlled tug

WWII Paratrooper reenactors gather in front of the C-60 prior to the jump at the Friday’s airshow

The Sunday morning crowd lines up to tour Goodtime Gal during the airshow

Wings Over Houston Airshow
As you can see from the pictures above, the weather was clear all weekend and the airshow was a
success. The following weekends in October were rainy and overcast. We got lucky. The date of the airshow is picked months in advance once we book the main military jet act. This year that was the Air Force
Thunderbirds.
Many thanks to Bill and Janice Roach for directing another fantastic world class event. Also, I
would like to thank all of the volunteers from the Houston CAF Units who turned out to help before, during and after the airshow. This is a very big undertaking with mostly a volunteer staff. It was executed
efficiently and safely. Financially, we should know by the December Wing meeting how well we all did
and I hope to give you all some good news coming into 2016.

Keep ‘em flying, be safe and have some fun!
Stan-

It’s November and though the calendar is winding down to the end 2015, the
Houston Wing remains very busy with many activities.
Our big event for the year is in the books and from all indicators; it was a very
successful year for 2015 Wings Over Houston. This year the Air Show staff decided that
the various operators would not allow Historic Flight Experiences this year, so the Houston Wing along with the Gulf Coast Wing and the West Texas Wing flew to Sugarland to barnstorm prior to
the Air Show. All 3 units had guests tour and visit our airplanes and several Historic Flight Experiences were
flown.
On Friday the Houston Wing flew into history during the Special Show, by performing our first Paratroop drop at an airshow. John Bixby, Stan Turner and Jim Placette crewed our C60 while carrying the
Round Parachute Demo team during Friday’s special show. Our first drop with a huge hit and very successful.
Our good friend Luigino Caliaro joined us again this year to flex his photographic muscle and shoot
some of the CAF’s finest airplanes. The Houston Wing provided our AT6 as the photo ship with Michael
Steiger piloting. Friday evening Michael in the AT6 with Luigino and Ole Nygren and myself in Texas Raiders departed Sugarland for Ellington. It was a great photo flight where we captured downtown and the Fred
Hartman bridge. Michael then handed Ole and I off to Mike Burke along with Scott Slocum, who shoots for
the Bombshells calendar for an additional shoot with Texas Raiders before recovering to Ellington. Michael
and Luigino proceeded to photograph the P40 from Texas Flying Legends. By the end of the evening Friday,
all the Houston Wing airplanes were back on the ground at Ellington.
Saturday all of the trainers participated in the Trainer Parade and the C60 was scheduled to repeat Fridays drop, but the airplane was not in the mood to run smoothly, so the C60 had to scratch. Sunday was a repeat performance (though the wind was a bit stronger) with the trainers and that day, the C60 was running
well (after excellent work by Jim Placette) and proceeded to circle the holding pattern awaiting instructions
and coordination from Air-boss for the Paratroop Drop. Air-boss called for the C60 to start her jump run.
Remember the stronger winds? The Round Parachute guys are limited in the amount of wind they can jump
in, because their parachutes only have minimal control to steer into the wind. Right as the first jumper
stepped from the door, the Air-boss called a no-jump due to high winds. This resulted in an unfortunate incident with the jumper drifting behind the crowd and hitting a vendor tent on landing. He suffered a couple
broken bones and injured shoulder and was rushed to the hospital. He is currently recovering and is ready to
jump with us again!
Our next event was scheduled to take place on October 31/November 1 at Hooks airport with the Gulf
Coast Wing, but the weather did not cooperate and we were rained out of the entire weekend.
Unfortunately our weekend of November 7th was a complete rain out which was scheduled for Hondo
and Dry Creek Open House as the weather once again did not cooperate.

The jumpers from our fine lady C60 Goodtime Gal
Upcoming events:
November 14:

Mini Formation Clinic at the Hangar

November 21:

Museum Day, Museum, PX and Pilot help needed

December 5:

Battleship Texas Flyover

December 12:

Wreathes Across America Flyover at the National Cemetery.

By now you have heard of Gale Haskins’ need of bypass surgery and subsequent return to the hospital. As of this writing, he is still recovering though unable to take calls/texts/visitors. Gale is one of our
PT19 Check Pilots and the only N3N Check Pilot. Since he will be unable to fly for a few months, I have
submitted paperwork for Arne Aamodt to be approved as a new PT19 Instructor and Nathan Harnagel to be
approved as a new Check Pilot in the N3N. This will allow the Wing to continue training new pilots and
performing recurrent training with our current pilots. Keep Gale in your thoughts and hopefully he will be
spreading his wings with the Houston Wing real soon.
John Cotter, Operations Officer

Our 2015 Wings Over Houston (W.O.H.) is now in the record books, along with
this year’s World Series. I believe it is safe to say that we were decidedly more successful
than the Mets. The weather held up very nicely for the air show, bringing a delightful hint
of coolness in the mornings, pleasantly warm afternoons, and, perhaps, just a tad more
wind than was absolutely necessary, especially for our various t-shirts, nearly all of which
seemed to have been plagued by an almost irresistible wanderlust. (Quite a few of our
toys were beset by that same urge to travel.)
Although I expect to spend many years helping with the PX, this was my last year helming that worthy enterprise. I wish to thank Susan Vaculik, my able successor, Gary and Joyce Hurta, who ran the South
and central PX’s, respectively, and all of the volunteers at those locations and my own home-away-from
home, the North PX. Thanks to Connie Stone, Mary Nygren, Sam Hoynes, Schon Cormack, Shirley Hyman,
Jason Delaney, Don Singletary, Johnny Singletary, Linda Vazquez, Jim Buser, Jim Buggelli, Mike White,
Betty Welsh, and all of the volunteers provided by Carol Lee, as well as the dog taggers, Tammi Lockwood,
Winona Morton, Betsy DeGraff, and Nancy Schulz.
We had a good crowd of visitors for both days and PX sales appeared to be moving quite nicely, if not
precisely briskly. Both the toys and the apparel seemed to be popular and even the Breitling t-shirts sold reasonably well. Initially, I was disappointed at not receiving the Breitling caps we had ordered, but, given the
public’s less-than-enthusiastic response to formation teams not associated with our own military, perhaps it is
just as well that we did not have additional Breitling merchandise to sell. Personally, I thought the Breitling
team was outstanding and I am convinced that anyone familiar with flying, particularly with formation flying,
had to be equally impressed. While a repeat engagement by this team might not swell the PX coffers, I, for
one, would be glad to see them perform again.
Bill Roach, Janis Roach,
Ralph Royce, Everett Gibson, Don
Johnson and everyone associated
with the air show deserve our heartiest thanks and congratulations for
yet another outstanding aviation
event.
From my perch atop the PX,
I’ll repeat that I have enjoyed the
full run of my tenure as PX Officer,
have no intention of disappearing
from the PX anytime soon, but welcome the opportunity to give it a
fresh look by turning it over to the
very capable hands of Susan Vaculik. I know you will give her the
same outstanding support that I was privileged to receive. Remember that the November meeting will host
our officer election and everyone should strive to attend. However, for those unable to be there, I wish all of
you a very Happy Thanksgiving.

Bob Linguiti. PX Officer

We did great at WOH this year. Bob did an outstanding job for the past 10 years
and ended his position with a successful year. There is a lot that goes into organizing
and preparing for a show. Each one of us bring something good to our organization. We
all are good at some things and not so good at other things but as a team we are
outstanding.

I am excited about the coming year. I can not be at every event and do not expect that of anyone but
if we take turns we will be able to cover every event, make some money and have fun doing so. I am willing to learn the retail part of it but I will need your help, experience and knowledge. I am happy to be a part
of this team and be your new PX Officer.
Susan Vaculik, PX Officer

Greetings once again from the far reaches of Hangar B5. As we all can recall the
latest completed event was Wings Over Houston. I am very pleased to report all the flying wing aircraft attended and looked very good. I arrived on Friday with the C-60, and
we conducted our very first paratroop static drop. Unfortunately the left engine decided
to have some pretty bad ignition trouble for the Friday night media flight, and she came
back to her parking place.

The rest of the group arrived later in the afternoon, and I got the reports on all the planes. The tail
wheel shimmy had intensified on the N3N, the PT-19 had fouled right spark plugs, and the AT-6 had an annoying oil leak which liked to spray right on the windshield. Only the BT-13 had nothing to look at. I returned to the hangar Friday night and gathered up 18 fresh spark plugs for the C-60, three spark plugs for the
PT-19, and a fresh tail wheel tire and tube for the N3N. Upon arrival back at Ellington early Saturday morning, I changed the right spark plugs in the PT-19. Then after daybreak, I took the left cowling off the C-60
and began to change all 18 spark plugs. This took some time, but I did get them all changed. However it was
too late to attend the show on Saturday. Also the PT failed to have a good mag check and missed the show
on Saturday. We worked on the C-60 right mag during the show and checked P-leads and all wiring. After
the show, we did a cold cylinder check and found the last trouble. With the left engine now running correctly, the plane was back up for Sunday. Also, on Saturday I changed the tail wheel tire on the N3N. I looked at
the oil leak on Ace, but had no parts to repair it at that time.
I received six new spark plugs on Sunday for the PT-19. I installed them on the right side and tried
the engine again. Still no luck and the PT sat out Sunday and failed to get home on Sunday too. I returned to
Ellington Monday night and replaced the right magneto. Run up checks passed, and the plane returned home
the next day. When I returned I learned the transponder antenna broke on the BT-13, and an aileron hinge
was failing on the AT-6. I replaced the antenna and replaced the worn out left aileron parts on the AT-6 and
worked on the oil leak. I finished changing the spark plugs in the PT-19, and they are all new. I also have put
all new spark plugs in the left engine of the C-60.
Now having done all that, I can happily report all the flying machines are again 100% operational.
Now we just need to stop the rain on Saturdays.
So on to the future, the BT-13 annual inspection begins 15 Nov. It will run approximately 2 weeks.
Anyone wishing to work on airplanes or help with the inspections I will be doing all winter, feel free to come
out any night but Friday, and also weekends. I will be at the hangar unless otherwise noted. I will have the
BT, PT and N3N done by the end of 2015. Then start on the C-60 first thing next year, followed by the AT-6
and a T-28 here and there. Winter is very busy.
We are also making progress on the L-17 project and hope to make that plane fly by the end of 2016.
We need your help to make that happen.
See you at the hangar….Jim Placette, Maintenance Officer

Vehicles used on the Ramp
Ramp operations for our units often include more than aircraft. Many of our
units have tugs, tractors, golf carts, forklifts, and vintage vehicles that are based in their hangar and
which are used on the ramp around their hangar to tow aircraft, transport people or for display during pubic events.
These vehicle must be included in normal operations and event planning and should only be operated
by trained licensed personnel. During special events other leased or member owned vehicles (golf
carts, etc.) are often used in addition to unit owned equipment.
If operated unsafely any or all of these vehicles represent a hazard to our aircraft, equipment and
personnel. Even simple things such as leaving a vehicle unattended can allow it to roll or move
which could cause injury or damage.
We recently had an incident at one of our unit locations where an unattended golf cart moved when a
load of traffic cones carried in the seat fell over and hit the accelerator and the cart drove away and
ran into the front of a fuel truck, damaging the golf cart and scratching the paint on the fuel truck.
If this golf cart had rolled into one of the aircraft instead of a fuel truck the damage could have been
significant.

You should consider using chocks for unattended vehicles whenever used on the ramp to move aircraft or transport personnel. If any vehicle is left unattended it should be turned off, brakes set and the
wheels chocked to prevent inadvertent movement. (A set of chocks should be part of the equipment carried
on each of these types of vehicles.)
Sam Hoynes
Director of Industrial and Ground Safety

Our cadet members did themselves proud in participating extensively in Wings
Over Houston on Saturday and Sunday, October 17 and 18. Khalil Moss came out on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday prior to the show to help with the sign crew. Ryan,
Matthew and Cassidy Young ran the L-39 exhibit Saturday and Sunday. Schon Cormack and Madelyn Latiolais assisted in the north PX on Saturday. Fabian Sisso assisted
in the south PX on Saturday and younger brother Adrian did so on Sunday. Clay Waters
assisted in the central PX on Saturday. Khalil Moss worked with Suzie Bredlau on both
Saturday and Sunday in setting up and maintaining the Prime View seating area. Good
show all. The following Saturday, October 24, Khalil came out to the Hangar to work on the Navion and
provide welcome assistance in modifying some of the museum exhibits
This report periodically highlights one of our cadet wing members. This month’s cadet is Ryan
Young. Ryan, shown here flying his Dad’s Piper Cub, describes his love of aviation in his own words.

I am a 17 year old high school senior who has a love of aviation. When I originally moved out to
Cypress, I had very neat experiences with aviation, many of which happened with the CAF. I originally
joined the CAF because my stepfather is a pilot at the Houston Wing and we would attend many of the
events. I figured I would like to help out the Wing any way I can so I decided to be a cadet. With my
love of aviation, I hope to fly the warbirds we care for in the future and participate to an even greater extent in their care. I have been in love with aviation ever since I was a boy flying with my grandfather and
I am very close to achieving my lifelong goal of obtaining my pilots license. I come from many generations of pilots within my family and hope to continue that tradition. With Mike Steiger being my stepfather, I have had many opportunities to fly amazing aircraft that I never dreamed I would get to fly. I am
very grateful for these experiences hope to further expand them through the CAF.
Chuck Waters, Cadet Program Officer

Finance and Membership
Wow there is a yellow thing in the sky that is shining! Could it be we have sunshine
again? I don’t know about you but my yard needs to dry out a bit besides the fact that I
want to be outside without being drowned.

Membership
Well we have done it again and added several members this month and two new cadets. So keep an eye out for someone you don’t know around the hanger and please introduce yourself.
Please don’t forget to start sending in your dues for 2016. The form is on the website as stated in last
month’s newsletter.

E-mail Addresses and E-Blasts
Reminder: If you are having trouble receiving the e-blasts that are sent out for the unit, please e-mail
me at finance@houstonwing.org.

Awards Banquet and Silent Auction
Reminder: Awards Banquet is scheduled for January 16, 2016. We would love to have most of our
members/cadets attend. This is one of the times each year we can all get together and enjoy each other’s
company without having to volunteer to do a specific job. The banquet forms will be sent out in an e-blast
in the next week. If for some reason you don’t receive the e-mail please let me know
(finance@houstonwing.org) and I will forward the form to you.
While you are out and about getting ready for the upcoming holidays please keep in mind the Silent
Auction. We really do need some unique and different items this year. For the new members, these items do
not have to be flying related. As always, please bring your items with you to the banquet. Also please send
an e-mail to me at finance@houstonwing.org with the specifics of your item(s) so I can have the auction
cards written up prior to the banquet.
I hope to see everyone at the meeting on November 15.
P.S. Don’t forget that the Chili Cook-off is next month so get your recipes ready and bring a friend. You
never know you may end up signing them as a member and you know we always need volunteers (or new
family members).
Tammi Lockwood, Finance and Membership Officer

Our L-39 cockpit donated by Ed Noel is finally here - now the work begins. See photos. The first
picture is a photo of our goal: to get the front cockpit as complete as possible.
The cockpit was well stripped of all useful items to create a spare parts supply for Ed Noel and
MinhJet sin California. The L-39 arrived 3 weeks prior to WOH and with the help of Cadets Jen, Cassidy,
Ryan, Caitlin and Matt with about 50 man hours, we, at a minimum, got it functional. It was a rough beginning but the cockpit showed well at WOH and provided a foundation on how to present it and make note of
other minor obstacles. The cockpit was stripped of paint for “the look of the Russian Cold War fighter."

For the project, two things are needed. First, a home at IWS so it can be there every weekend for the
kids and to help build donation dollars.
Second thing is volunteers. We need those who want to bring the cockpit to a high standard to start
stripping up old paint and prepping it. We can do this at the same time that we are using it at events so as
not loose valuable donation dollars. Presentation is everything and this is no exception. Many have expressed interest in getting involved with the cockpit and now you can!
Thru networking I am actively searching high and low for switches, panels and gauges to complete
just the front cockpit. The rear cockpit, for now, will be cleaned up and covers put in place to hide where
the instruments were. We will complete the rear cockpit as time and resources permit. The seat will be usable and made to look like a radar intercept officer position. We did have many families that were interested
in having both seats occupied for photos.
A starters list for the volunteers of things needed are;
Canopies polished
Old paint from both front and rear cockpit removed
Seats stripped for painting
What is the next major step?

I can and will repaint both the inside and outside of the cockpit. The inside will be grey and the outside is up for discussion. We can keep it bare metal for a while. My idea is to paint the outside half camouflage and half Reno racing jet. I am open for discussion.
Note: the two forward baggage doors are on loan by Ed and I will have to make a fiberglass mold to
create our own. Anyone with experience in this type of construction would be helpful. Please contact me.
The L-39 cockpit will be very profitable and a low maintenance item for years and is unique to the
CAF. The ability to take it wherever we need along with the Dog tag operation will be a big plus. It is simple to operate and easily portable.
Michael Steiger

"O" Club

Birthdays

KITCHEN NEWS
BY: MARILEE TURNER
HELLO ALL MEMBERS AND FRIENDS
The Menu this month ushers
in the Holiday Season

"HOLIDAY FOODS''
Please get out one of your
special recipes and treat us all
to a great feast at our
November meeting.
See you there!

Carol J. Lee

11/1

Schon Cormack

11/11

Gregory "Greg" Young

11/13

Trenton D. Busha

11/18

Jack E. Doggett

11/28

Staff Directory
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Operations Officer
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Col Stan Turner
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Col Bob Linguiti
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Col Sam Hoynes
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